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Effect of grain size on the forces governing the dynamic behavior of electrostatically
driven powder media
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The aim of this paper is to identify the forces that govern the dynamic behavior of polydisperse granular
systems under high electric fields in air media. In a previous paper, we reported the changes in the morphology
and dynamics of grain structures under a frequency and amplitude variable voltage and summarized them in
a diagram [L. M. Salvatierra et al., Chem. Phys. Lett. 481, 194 (2009)]. In the present article, we investigate
the influence of the grain size distribution and the speed of voltage increase during tests. We explain the main
transitions observed in the diagram in terms of the change in grain size and the frequency-dependent electrical
response, related to electrophoretic and dielectrophoretic interactions.
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I. INTRODUCTION18

As a result of their electrical properties, particles less than

1
2

3
4

19

approximately 1 mm in diameter will suffer the mechanical20

effects of forces and torques when subjected to electric21

fields, and closely spaced particles often exhibit strong mutual22

interactions, cohesion, chaining, and fingering, and therefore,23

structure and pattern recognitions can be achieved in different24

liquid or air media [1–11].5 25

When exposed to an electric field, a charged and polarized26

particle experiences both an electrophoretic force (EP), the27

product of the particle net charge and the field strength, that is,28

F̄EP = qĒ, and a dielectrophoretic force (DEP), the product29

of the particle dipole moment and the field strength gradient30

F̄DEP = p̄ · ∇Ē [2].31

The EP force requires a net charged particle, and it can exist32

in uniform or nonuniform electric fields and ac or dc fields.33

In a linear ac field, the EP force has a zero time average over34

a field cycle, and therefore, theaverage shifting also is zero,35

although it can cause oscillations in a particle depending on36

the viscosity of the media.37

On the contrary, the DEP force needs a nonuniform field38

(externally imposed or locally generated). In ac fields, its39

average yields a nonzero value whose magnitude is the product40

of the particle volume, the gradient of the time average41

squared field strength, and the particle polarization at the field42

frequency.43

Granular media consisting of solid grains bigger than 1 μm44

interact via dissipative short-range contact forces, and the45

thermal energy is negligible. They remain at rest unless a46

source of mechanical or electromagnetic energy is applied [3].47

In a previous article [1], we experimentally studied microsized48

granular media (with grain sizes from 1 to 130 μm) under an49

ac uniform electric field, and the phase in which there is no50

movement in the powder was called “precipitated granular51

solid phase” or Phase I (PI). This regime will extend from6 52

zero amplitude of the applied voltage up to a threshold value53

beyond which the particles start to move. Above that threshold54

and depending on the frequency and amplitude, the movement55

of particles has a constructive behavior (forming columnar56

or filamentary structures) or a destructive behavior (unstable 57

structures and individual grain movements). 58

In Ref. [1], both dynamic regimes were experimentally 59

studied, and a diagram was constructed (based on the ex- 60

perimental data obtained in Ref. [1]) showing the voltage 61

amplitude-frequency space regions in which either construc- 62

tive or destructive behavior was experimentally observed. 63

Figure 1 shows the diagram and some representative pictures 64

of the observed behavior. In Phase II (PII), there is grain pileup 65

and coarsening behavior (constructive). Within this dynamic 766

regime, in Ref. [1], we distinguished three different qualitative 67

zones where each one develops a singular morphology and 68

dynamics: high frequency zone (HFZ), medium frequency 69

zone (MFZ), and low frequency zone (LFZ), respectively. In 70

Phase III (PIII), a completely destructive behavior is observed 71

where individual movements cause instabilities that prevent 72

the growth and cohesion of grains and cause a granular gas. 873

In Ref. [1], the boundaries between phases were determined 74

by visual inspection of the video records performed during the 75

experiments. In each experiment, the voltage is increased from 76

zero at constant rate and frequency, according to the protocol 77

also used in the present article. This procedure avoids hys- 78

teretic effects due to the fact that, in the experimental setup, the 79

powder is not physically constrained to a bidimensional space. 80

In the present paper, we analyze the influence of the weight 81

force on the particle trajectories in Phase III and on the 82

boundaries between dynamics regimes. We do it by studying 83

the influence of the powder grain size, which is a composite 84

salt made up of ammonium monophosphate (NH4H2PO4) 85

and ammonium sulfate [(NH4)2SO4] as in Ref. [1]. Also, 86

we report and discuss the dependence of the boundaries on 87

the speed of voltage increase. By a combination of EP and 88

DEP interactions, we explain the main transitions and dynamic 89

regimes observed in Fig. 1. 90

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 91

The experimental setup used in this paper was similar to the 92

one used in Ref. [1]. A sinusoidal wave was power amplified 93

and was sent to a wideband high-voltage transformer. 94
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Voltage amplitude-frequency diagram ex-
perimentally constructed in Ref. [1]. PI blue (dark gray): precipitated
granular solid phase; PII yellow (light gray): constructive behavior;
and PIII (gray): destructive behavior. The diagram was constructed
by inspection of a video recording of the experiments performed at
the explored frequencies (which are labeled on the horizontal axis).
In one experiment, the electric field is raised from 0 V at constant
rate and at constant frequency. Constructive behavior in Phase II was
characterized in Ref. [1] by measuring the maximum height reached
by the filaments, normalized to the interelectrode distance Hmax as a
function of the applied voltage Vp .

A Tektronix P6015A high-voltage probe (HVP) with a95

75 MHz bandwidth of 20 kVrms and a maximum peak-to-peak96

voltage of 40 kVpp was used as a measurement device. The97

probe was connected to a Tektronix Oscilloscope 1012B of a98

1 GS/s and 100 MHz bandwidth online with a PC.99

The former 5 mm diameter copper electrodes used in100

Ref. [1] were replaced by other ones of 36 mm diameter101

with parallel and polished faces. This change was carefully102

incorporated to improve the electric field uniformity. As in103

Ref. [1], the electrodes are joined to a micrometer, one to its104

fixed part and the other to its movable part, and can be moved105

maintaining a uniform distance between them (calibrated with106

micrometric gauges). The distance between the electrode plane107

parallel faces was adjusted between 0 and 40 mm with an108

accuracy of 0.01 mm. The dynamic behavior of the granular109

system was recorded by a digital high-resolution video110

camera (CCD) together with an optical microscope (OM).111

The OM looks at the cell horizontally. Additionally, an acrylic112

polymethylmethacrylate cylindrical housing surrounding the113

electrodes was used to avoid horizontal air currents.9 114

Each sample, consisting of about 5 mg, was placed along115

the diameter line of a cylindrical cell (perpendicular to the116

CCD camera). Therefore, the vertical growth of the structure117

occurred predominantly on a quasi two-dimensional plane,118

allowing a quasi permanent focused image. The initial length119

and height of the sample were controlled through a grid in the120

live view camera software, whereas, the mass (and, therefore,121

the thickness) was constant. The sample is several grains thick.122

The experiment begins with the “aligned sample” placed123

on the upper face of the lower electrode. The CCD camera124

TABLE I. Grain size intervals and nomenclature.

Grain size group Nomenclature
98–150 μm L: largest grain size group
43–75 μm M: medium grain size group
<30 μm S: smallest grain size group

records at 30 frames per second. The experiment starts (with 125

a fixed interelectrode distance) by raising the electric field at 126

a constant rate from 0 V and at a constant frequency. The 127

experiment is repeated at different frequencies by cleaning the 128

cell and replacing a new powder sample. 129

The HV sinusoidal wave is directly monitored through 130

the HVP at the cell itself. Then, the signal is viewed on the 131

oscilloscope’s screen and is recorded and analyzed with the 132

PC. The software used allows us to evaluate the voltage signal 133

and its rise-up rate in real time, triggering it together with the 134

video recording. 135

As in our previous paper [1], a composite salt made up of 136

55% NH4H2PO4 and 45% (NH4)2SO4 was used. In this paper, 137

the initial grain size distribution was segregated by normalized 138

meshes to obtain narrower grain fractions. Therefore, three 139

different groups of grain sizes (not overlapped) were selected 140

(see Table I). 141

The distance between electrodes was d = 4.13 mm. The 142

voltage was increased at a constant rate of 0.3 kV/s. Next, for 143

the medium grain size group (M), another two velocities were 144

used to check the effect of the run-up speed: one of them at 145

about 0.6 kV/s (comparable to that used in Ref. [1]) and the 146

other at 0.15 kV/s. The experiments were performed in air 147

(60%–65% air humidity) at normal atmospheric pressure of 1 148

atm and room temperature (25 C◦). The powders were stored 149

as received in a sealed container to avoid contact with dust, 150

ambient damp, etc. 151

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 152

To analyze the influence of the grain size and voltage 153

increase speed on the diagram limits and regions, we first 154

define them by using quantitative criteria. Phase I starts 155

at Vp = 0 and extends up to a Vp value (which ranges 156

approximately between 1 and 3 kVp as the frequency ranges 157

from 300 Hz to 6 kHz) at which grains start to move. We 158

say that a structure starts to grow when it reaches 5% of the 159

interelectrode distance, that is, about two particles of the L 160

group or eight particles of the S group. Therefore, the Phase 161

I-Phase II limit is attained when, at least, one structure starts 162

to grow. Although this criterion involves the movement of 163

several grains, results can be normalized to one grain without 164

changing the main conclusions. 165

In Phase II, LFZ is the lowest frequency bandwidth at which 166

almost all filaments have a destructive behavior, collapsing, 167

rotating, and vibrating. MFZ is an intermediate bandwidth at 168

which filaments grow continuously as grain by grain strings up 169

to reaching the upper electrode. HFZ is the highest frequency 170

bandwidth where multifilament structures grow with strong 171

horizontal interactions [1]. 172

The Phase II-Phase III limit is reached when no filament 173

can remain stable by two frames (i.e., 2
30 s), and/or we start to 174

distinguish individual particles flying away. 175
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Dependence of the Phase I-Phase II
boundary on the grain size and speed of voltage increase. The violet
curve (gray) with filled circles, black curve with filled squares, and
orange (light gray) curve with filled triangles are S, M, and L groups at
0.3 kV/s, respectively. The dashed black curve with the plus symbol
is M at 0.15 kV/s. The dotted black curve with empty triangles is M
at 0.6 kV/s.

The Phase I-Phase III limit is reached when particles start176

to move, but there are no stable filaments with a height of, at177

least, 5% of the interelectrode distance.178

Figure 2 shows the dependence of the Phase I-Phase179

II boundary on the grain size and voltage increase speed.180

There is a clear dependence on the grain size, related to181

the fact that the electrical force must compensate for the182

particle weight to reach the threshold to allow filament183

growth (note that this tendency is even more remarkable184

when normalizing to one grain). There is also a dependence185

of this limit on the voltage increase speed, even at low186

frequencies.187

Figure 3 shows a series of snapshots where the different10188

morphologies and dynamic regimes of the system can be189

distinguished at different frequencies and voltages for the three190

grain size groups. The shift in phase diagram limits and Phase191

II zones can be observed (e.g., frequency transitions shift to192

higher values, and voltage transitions move to lower values as193

the grain size is decreased).194

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the growth mechanism through195

a time sequence of one L filament in the LFZ and one structure196

in the HFZ of Phase II, respectively. In both zones, they grow197

from the bottom. That is, the entire filament or structure seems198

to be pulled up from the top electrode (keeping it stretched)199

and pushed away from the bottom due to neighbor grains that200

add in the filament base. The growth dynamics in the HFZ201

of Phase II is characterized by strong horizontal interactions202

between particles. The result is a multifilament or columnar203

structure growing as a unique element [see Fig. 4(b)].204

The entire Phase II zone was characterized by measuring the205

maximum height reached by the filaments (Hmax) as a function206

of the applied voltage (Vp). The height of the structures was207

normalized to the interelectrode distance.208

FIG. 3. (Color online) Snapshots showing the different morpholo-
gies and dynamic regimes of the system at different frequencies and
voltages (typical for PI–PIII) for the three grain size groups. (a) L
grain size group, (b) M grain size group, and (c) S grain size group.
Dotted lines show the phase limits. Background color code (grayscale
code) is the same as in Fig. 1: Phase I is blue (dark gray), Phase II
is yellow (light gray), and Phase III is gray. Peak voltages are in
kilovolts (103 kV).

Figure 5(a) shows two major aspects of the behavior 209

observed in Phase II. In the LFZ, the same response does 210

not superimpose in frequency for the L, M, and S groups. 211

This result is consistent with the fact that the grain size 212

intervals in the three groups are not overlapped. For the 213

HFZ, we have plotted isofrequency Hmax curves (at 6 kHz) 214

FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Growth mechanism of one L filament 11
in the LFZ (sequence at �t = 0.2 s) and (b) the L structure in the
HFZ (sequence at �t = 1 s) at 0.3 kV/s.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) Dependence of Hmax on the applied voltage and grain size. In the LFZ (blue labels and dashed lines), circles:
S, 1 kHz; squares: M, 750 Hz; and triangles: L, 500 Hz. In the HFZ (red labels and full lines), circles: S, 6 kHz; squares: M, 6 kHz; and
triangles: L, 6 kHz. (b) Dependence of Hmax on the voltage speed increase at 750 Hz (filled labels) and 6 kHz (empty labels), for M particles
at 0.15 kV/s (black line and circles), 0.3 kV/s (red line and squares), and 0.6 kV/s (blue line and triangles).

to show the different electrodynamic responses. It is observed215

that large particles have a slower growth dynamics than that216

corresponding to M and S groups. For these curves, the voltage217

was increased at a constant rate of 0.3 kV/s.218

Figure 5(b) shows the isofrequency responses at LFZ219

(750 Hz) and HFZ (6 kHz) at different voltage increase220

speeds for the M group. There is an inertial effect between221

the external applied voltage (with an immediate response)222

and the electromechanical movements (with a time-dependent223

response).224

Figure 6 shows the dynamic regime that takes place in225

Phase III at lower frequencies. In this dynamic regime,226

individual grain movements occur. Below 100 Hz, a vertical227

rain of the whole mass of grains moves through the electrodes228

FIG. 6. Photographs of trajectories at different frequencies in
Phase III. (a) 100 Hz × 1

15 s = 6.66 cycles, (b) 200 Hz × 1
30 s =

6.66 cycles, (c) 300 Hz × 1
60 s = 5 cycles, (d) 300 Hz × 1

60 s =
5 cycles, (e) 500 Hz × 1

60 s = 8.33 cycles, and (f) 750 Hz × 1
30 s =

25 cycles.

[Fig. 6(a)]. Between 100 and 300 Hz (even up to 750 Hz for the 229

S group), oscillatory trajectories develop in the interelectrode 230

distance [Figs. 6(b)–6(f)]. It must be noted that the oscillation 231

frequency is the same as the field imposed frequency, and it is 232

the ratio between the amount of periods showed by each grain 233

path and the photograph exposure time (controlled from the 234

digital camera); this was verified for all grain size groups, 235

frequency (Hz) = No. periods/exposure time (s). (1)

In most cases, grains are ejected from Phase I developing a 236

parabolic trajectory that modulates the sinusoidal oscillation. 237

In particular but not obvious conditions, the grains acquire an 238

average flat levitation with a vertical sinusoidal displacement, 239

assisted or not by a horizontal translation. 240

IV. DISCUSSION 241

Based on the results presented in Sec. III, we relate the 242

existence of different phases to the competition between 243

the main acting forces: the weight, the EP, and the DEP 244

interactions. 245

As previously pointed out, when exposed to an electric 246

field, a charged and polarized particle (i.e., a particle with a 247

nonuniform charge distribution) experiences the action of an 248

EP force, the product of the net particle charge and the field 249

strength, and a DEP force, the product of the particle dipole 250

moment and the field strength gradient [2,12–14]. 251

In Phase I, the weight force mg on each grain clearly 252

dominates over the EP and DEP interactions (see Fig. 1). In 253

addition, one should consider an average term involving all 254

the static short-range forces, which should also be exceeded to 255

allow movement (i.e., friction forces, surface hygroscopicity, 256

submicron forces, etc.) and depend on the particle size and 257

shape. 258

EP forces appear when Vp > 0 and charges are promoted 259

inside this precipitated granular phase on the bottom electrode. 260

DEP forces can also develop only due to polarized particles 261

and local field nonuniformities originated by the rugosity of the 262

sample surface as the imposed external field is fairly uniform. 263

The local nonuniformities occur in any direction inside Phase 264

I, some of them, strong enough to move a grain over others. 265
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Figure 2 shows that the Phase I-Phase II boundary is reached266

at higher voltages (at a fixed frequency) when the particle267

size or volume (∝R3) and, therefore, weight are increased,268

dominating over area-dependent contact forces. On the other269

hand, the fact that this upper limit of Phase I depends on270

the rate of increase in potential might indicate the existence271

of a delay between the external applied voltage and the272

electromechanical movements.273

Phase III is observed when, at a fixed voltage Vp, the274

frequency is low enough to permit vertical distance travel275

(amplitude) in a half cycle greater than a grain diameter. Before276

the reversal of the field polarity, the grain has no more contact277

with its neighbors, so it can be ejected at high speeds.278

When a particle having a net charge q is ejected from279

Phase I in the bottom electrode, it is under an EP force (FEP)280

given by281

FEP = qE, (2)

where the FEP has the vertical direction of E in the z axis and282

E = E0 sin(2πf t). Therefore, the net force in a levitated or283

flying charged particle is as follows:284

FN = FEP − mg, (3)

where mg is the weight force. Since the field strength is E =285

V/d, where V is the applied potential in volts and d is the286

interelectrode distance, Eq. (3) can be written in the following287

way:288

mz̈ = Vp

d
q sin(2πf t) − mg, (4a)

z̈ = Vp

d

q

m
sin(2πf t) − g. (4b)

The general solution of Eq. (4b) is289

z(t) = −C sin(2πf t) − 1
2gt2 + vz0t + z0, (5)

where vz0 is the particle initial velocity along the z axis and z0 is290

its position at t = 0. The constant C is obtained by calculating291

the time second derivative of Eq. (5),292

z̈ = 4π2f 2C sin(2πf t) − g. (6)

Comparing Eqs. (4b) and (6),293

C = Vp

4π2f 2d

q

m
. (7)

Therefore, the equation of movement of our charged particle294

in an oscillating electric field will be295

z(t) = A0 sin(2πf t) − 1
2gt2 + vz0t + z0, (8)

where A0 = 3
16

Vp

π3f 2d

q

ρR3 , m = 4
3πR3ρ, and ρ is the substance296

density.297

If we consider that the accumulation of charge on a298

dielectric particle is a surface process, q can be expressed299

as q = 4πR2φ, where φ is the surface charge density and the300

amplitude can be rewritten as301

A0 = 3

4

Vp

π2f 2d

φ

ρR
. (9)

FIG. 7. (Color online) Phase III, Fig. 6(d) with modeled 12
trajectories. �t = experimental time = 1/30 s, f = 300 Hz, Vp =
1000 V, 2R = 30 μm, d = 4.13 mm, φ = 4.35 × 10−5 C/m2. T1:
(x0,z0) = (0,2) × 10−3 m, vz0 = 0.12, vx = 0.12 m/s. T2: (x0,z0) =
(6,3) × 10−3 m, vz0 = 0, vx = 0.12 m/s.

By measuring A0 in trajectories of known size particles at 302

different values of Vp and f , a value of φ = 4.35 × 10−5 C/m2
303

was obtained. 304

In Fig. 7, we plotted the predicted trajectories from 305

Eq. (8) for a given set of parameters into Fig. 6(d). 306

φ = 4.35 × 10−5 C/m2. 13307

Figure 8 shows the dependence of Vp against the frequency 308

predicted by the model to move a grain an amplitude of 309

A0 = 2R. This is also in agreement with the observed 310

experimental behavior (i.e., the Phase III-Phase II limit shifts 311

to higher voltages or higher frequencies when the grain size is 312

decreased). 313

The evidence given by using Eq. (8) in Fig. 7 tells us that 314

the EP force dominates the system for the ejected grains. The 315

simulated paths are consistent with the experimental ones. 316

Initial conditions at t = 0 will depend on how the particle is 317

ejected. Deviations from parabolic paths might be explained 318

FIG. 8. Vp vs f , needed to move a grain S (circles), M (squares),
or L (triangles) a distance of A0 = 2R due to an EP force [see Eq. (8)
with d = 4.13 mm].
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FIG. 9. Critical frequency fc against Vp to oscillate a grain S
(circles), M (squares), or L (triangles) a z distance of 2A0 = d =
4.13 mm, where d is the interelectrode distance.

by local instabilities and fluctuations in the air mass as well as319

interactions with other nearby particles.320

The DEP force should not be acting on particles flying in321

a uniform field far away from others. However, self-induced322

DEP forces can be acting in any direction inside Phase I and323

might be co-responsible for local movements and the ejecting324

mechanisms.325

As A0 grows with 1/f 2, if a flying particle reaches the326

counterelectrode in a time less than a half cycle, then it falls327

down, resting on the bottom electrode. A second wave impact328

was experimentally observed in the next half cycle. Both329

are triggered by the maximum and minimum values of Vp.330

This effect might be indicating that positively and negatively331

charged grains might be present at the same time in these332

samples.333

When the frequency is increased, the particles have no time334

gap resting on the bottom electrode, awaiting a new maximum335

or minimum, and they are continuously in movement as a336

constant rain shower [Fig. 6(a)].337

Let fc be the frequency value at which 2A0 = d338

[see Eq. (10)]. Above this critical frequency, which is a339

function of Vp, R3, and d (see Fig. 9), trajectories have340

amplitudes less than d as in Figs. 6(b)–6(f).341

As the frequency increases, the movement of the particles342

is restricted to shortened amplitudes, and Phase II starts. Note343

that the Phase III-Phase II limit also depends on both the grain344

size and the electric field amplitude (see Fig. 8). Going to345

higher frequencies, the EP force vanishes, and polarization346

effects start to dominate the system.347

According to Ref. [2], two closely polarized dielectric348

particles tend to attract each other when they are oriented with349

their line of centers parallel to a uniform applied electric field350

Ē0 and repel each other when they are aligned perpendicular351

to it (side by side), no matter the sign of Clausius-Mossotti352

function (K). This can be demonstrated with a single dipole-353

dipole approximation [2] where the resulting net effective354

dipole moment of these two or more particles is enhanced355

when the chain is aligned parallel to the field and K > 0.356

Therefore, chain formation in a uniform electric field is357

thermodynamically favorable if no DEP force is externally 358

imposed by a nonuniform field configuration. This mechanism 359

can be generalized to charged particles with a nonuniform 360

charge distribution. 361

In the LFZ of Phase II, polarized and/or charged particles 362

can be aligned by the electric field. There are large fluctuations 363

due to variations in the size of the particles within each 364

group: Small particles might move distances longer than 365

their diameters producing mechanical destabilization of the 366

filament. In a hypothetical experiment where all grains have 367

the same R3, there would be a discrete transition (in frequency) 368

between gas and filaments. 369

As can be seen from Fig. 4, filaments in Fig. 4(a) or 370

structures in Fig. 4(b) grow by adding one or more grains 371

from the base and not from the top. We notice that, once 372

some filaments or structures start to grow, there is the above- 373

mentioned “enhancing effect” of the net effective dipolar or 374

multipolar moment, which favors the growth of these filaments 375

instead of the initiation of closely new ones. 376

In the HFZ, the powder starts to respond mechanically 377

as a set of polarized and/or charged particles, which can 378

interact attractively and can form aggregates that grow (such 379

as pine trees) toward the upper electrode. The accumulation 380

of material in these structures is further from the base [see 381

Fig. 4(b)]. However, the interaction forces between individual 382

filaments dominate the dynamics of the system; often, a 383

filament can be seen climbing over another. The growth 384

dynamics (curve of Hmax) is very dependent on the grain size, 385

being slower for large particles than for medium and small 386

ones. Note the large number of particles involved per structure 387

in this zone. 388

V. CONCLUSIONS 389

In this paper, we studied the dynamic behavior of a 390

composite inorganic salt subjected to a uniform high electric 391

field at different voltage amplitudes and frequencies. We 392

studied the effect of the grain size and the rate of increase in 393

potential and related the dynamic behavior in different phases 394

and limit shifting with electrophoretic and dielectrophoretic 395

mechanisms. Thus, in Phase I, the weight of the particles 396

dominates over the electrical forces, which becomes dominant 397

in Phase III. In this phase, the particle movements follow the 398

electric field fluctuations. Phase II begins at frequencies where 399

polarization forces (dipolar contribution) become dominant 400

and particles can be aligned to form a filament in the direction 401

of the electric field. At higher frequencies, a cooperative 402

alignment is possible, and the particles are added to maximize 403

the attractive interactions between them. Then, they form 404

aggregates that grow toward the upper electrode. 405

To elucidate the origin of the charge on the particles, several 406

additional experiments are being performed, and results will be 407

presented in a forthcoming paper. Measurements at very low 408

frequencies suggest that both positively and negatively charged 409

particles are present in the sample. By adding dielectric barriers 410

between the samples on both electrodes, we realize that the 411

charges are not injected from the electrodes. The charge may 412

initially be present in the sample or may be the result of 413

the particle-particle friction flow. Attempts to neutralize or 414

uniform the initial charge in the sample as well as impedance 415
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analyses to electrically characterize the samples are being416

made.417

Studies have also been performed with glass beads with418

similar sizes [15]. Experiments suggest that the grain geometry419

has an important effect on the dynamic behavior of the system,420

mainly at intermediate values of frequency and voltage (LFZ421

of Phase II). Although the spherical geometry implies that422

only normal contact forces act between particles, irregular423

grain contours introduce steric limitations that are important424

to explain the structure growth mechanism in the LFZ-PII. 425

A comparison between spherical and irregular grains will be 426

presented elsewhere. 427
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